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SENATE MEETING, February 2, 2009 
 
Call to Order at 4:05 PM 



Student Senate Report: Becky Boe: Announces Press Conference 2:00 PM 02/05 in 
AIRC Great Room on funding for BSU/MnSCU, urging that State of Minnesota keep 
tuition low, invest in America’s future. 
 
Brown: High-Tuition-High-Aid models of H-E funding creates problems of money in 
weak economies especially. 
 
McManus: If you support capping tuition, is that paired with demand for not cutting state 
funding? 
 
Boe: Issue of capping tuition is not part of this press conference. Our position is “Please 
fund us!” 
 
Brown: Thank You. 
 
Wolf moves approval on the minutes of 01/09 & 01/23. Fauchald seconds. 
 
McManus notes a correction on attendance: Shari Olson was present on 01/23. 
 
Motion to approve minutes with noted correction was carried. 
 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
Brown: Budget  is the big issue, but there is still not enough information to know how it 
will play out. February forecast is the nest important event expected. Governor’s budget 
proposes a 10.7% cut in state funding. It is not known how much of a tuition increase will 
be allowed to offset that. It is not known whether any federal bailout/stimulus money will 
come.  
 
Announces Budget forum for 02/04 at 9:00 & 12:00 in Ed Arts Auditorium. Various 
scenarios will be presented. The students’ activities need support. 
 
State House Rep. Persell did not mention Higher Ed. in statement on governor’s budget. 
The legislators will be traveling around the state looking for feedback on budget issue. 
We need to attend & make our voices heard. President Brown urges member to attend & 
get others to attend. 
 
Statewide Meet & Confer will take place at the end of February. 
 
The deadline for reorganization decisions is March 1. 
 
From Meet & Confer, a request for a representative to serve on a ‘Calendar Group’: 
Peterson moved that this be referred to Academic Affairs Committee. Fauchald seconded. 
 
Knoshaug: Just how much can this “Group” do? 
 
Brown: It can do some things: we could use this to try and reduce the number of class 
days and to spread out vacations. 



 
Peterson: It is important to leave an even number of class week days – this was an 
element of “guidelines” passed by the Senate a few years ago. Our guidelines have not 
been followed. 
 
Driscoll: could we resolve that those guidelines be followed? Would that be received as a 
friendly amendment? 
 
Peterson & Fauchald: yes. 
 
Welle: speaks in support of urging that the guidelines be followed.  
 
Grant: Where are these guidelines? 
 
Peterson: They are in previous Senate minutes. 
 
Morgan: Don’t other universities use 14-week semesters? 
 
Brown: Some do. There is a lot of work that can be done here. 
 
Marek: could we look again at the guidelines/guiding principles before voting? 
 
Brown: We can get them out again, but this motion is on the table now. 
 
Fauchald: called the question. 
 
The motion to call the question carried. The motion to assign the position on the 
“Calendar Group” to Academic Affairs Committee and to urge that the previously passed 
calendar guidelines be followed carried. 
 
IFO Board Report: Peterson: Repeated that faculty need to get involved in state budget 
issues. The legislators are coming and we need to meet them when they come. 
 
The budget crisis is inspiring University officials and MnSCU etc. to ask for concessions 
outside of contract negotiations – increasing class size, flexibility regarding workload, 
pushing small enrollment classes into independent studies or online courses. We should 
not surrender things outside of the contract & negotiations. Urged that members not give 
things up at the Dean’s request. 
 
There is some indication that some position replacements are or may be handled by 
adjuncts rather than by probationary hires.  
 
The changes to D2L operating procedures means that D2L files will be eliminated after 
two years to minimize storage. This is happening. 
 
The 9-month contract task force is making only slow progress on implementation, but 
there is still a promised Spring Deadline. 
 



Statewide Committee Service: MnSCU considers these as speaking for the Board of 
Directors, but that is not correct. The IFO Board of Directors speaks for the Statewide 
Union.  
 
Russ Stanton regarding negotiations – talks set aside budget items to discuss non-
budgetary items. There are many important items, e.g., domestic partners, but legislators 
have suggested that Stanton not discuss them. The chancellor’s previously-stated goal of 
MnSCU salaries at 80th percentile was another non-starter w/legislators. 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
CURRICULUM 
Salscheider: 2 proposals: English & Social Work English has 24 dropped courses, 1 new 
& 3 modifications. 60 cr. English major. SOCW 72 credits. 
 
Grad Committee supports this. 
 
The motion to pass Curriculum Report was carried. 
 
Brown: Point of Information: 120 cr. Rule from 2007. Board was required to implement 
this on majors by 01/01/09. 
 
Driscoll: MnSCU has not acted. 
 
Smith: There is/was a 60/120 credit committee. MnSCU agreed that the legislature did 
not understand how difficult the issues are. MnSCU still holds that there can be 
exceptions, but this may not last much longer. The 120 cr. may well be enforced 
eventually. 
 
Peterson: there is a waiver process, but the best chance is for majors in a licensure with a 
mandated curriculum. But the problem is, if such a program with a major is developed at 
or below the credit limit, that may result in waivers on that program no longer being 
granted. It seems there is an ongoing fight between MnSCU & the legislature on this 
issue. 
 
Fauchald: AAS Degrees – 2-year degrees, but three-quarters of the programs in MnSCU 
are over 69 credits. They are really 2.5-year degrees. This is the sort of thing that moved 
the legislature to act. 
 
Cutler: will the 128-credit Education degree be banned? 
 
Brown: Moorhead has a 120 cr. Accounting degree. This may block waivers in this 
degree going forward. 
 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
Issues are still not ready for discussion. 
 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 



Fauchald: regarding the motion postponed from January 2009, documents w/IPEDS data 
provided. The definitions are important. Years of data here on matter of ‘direct 
instruction’ budget percentage. The chemistry stock-room person is instructional. Dept. 
secretaries & library are instructional. Some computing costs, but not for the equipment. 
All MN State Universities are over 50% in instruction except BSU. Regarding the budget 
situation we have found ourselves in, the governor’s budget proposal might be the best 
we will see. In coming months, there will be less latitude for tuition increases. There is 
talk somehow of holding back sabbaticals. Moves that the resolution be voted on.  
 
V.P. Leif: this opposes IFO board report.  
 
Welle: the text of the recommendation does not urge cuts; it states that instructional costs 
% be protected. 
 
Wolf: the motion basically requires holding the status quo on % instructional cost. 
 
Peterson: not in favor of recommendation that pits IFO against some IFO members. Can’t 
we find a better statement? 
 
Byers: opposes motion for reasons Peterson has articulated. 
 
Donovan: Favors the motion, admitting it is hazardous. This does not even say there 
should be no cuts, just that cuts should not reduce percentage of budget spent on 
instruction. 
 
Welle: would like to see percentage of budget spent on instruction increased. 
 
Senator Narum: supports the motion. 
 
Leif: has different roles and that accounts for his concern. We are not just chatting over 
tea. We are voting to allow cutting some IFO members. 
 
Salscheider: undecided on motion. Having been a coach and a faculty member, 
recognizes faculty have more resources to o their job. 
 
Wolf: called the question. 
 
Motion to call passed. Original budget motion with original language passed 19-8. 
 
Brown: favored “stay out of the IFO pot.” 
 
Welle: we have to look at our effectiveness at our mission: what’s best for students is 
what’s important. 
 
Fauchald: cutting the position of retired faculty is much easier on the administration and 
they will do this again. Moves that Exec. Board ask at Meet & Confer how much 
reassigned time, overload, and adjuncts is costing. Which programs, how many, how 
much? 



 
Byers: revenue generated by adjunct positions and reassigned time ought also to be 
considered. Grant money pays for some of this. 
 
Driscoll: we have been able to assemble this data for past years, but it can take time. 
 
Salscheider: the reassigned time issue is most important. 
 
The motion was carried. 
 
ACADEMIC COMPUTING COMMITTEE 
ACC Rep had to leave. 
 
 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Grant: asking to be charged to do four things regarding the Academic Integrity policy 
procedures previously adopted by Senate, moves that the AAC be so charged. 
 
McManus: what has changed? In what ways are the procedures not adequate? 
 
Peterson: Jon Blessing retired. He took care of reports and documents looking for 
patterns of abuse. We need to adjust the system to deal without his role. 
 
5:14 PM 
 
Wolf: moves for a 5-minute extension, Fauchald seconds motion. The motion was 
carried. 
 
Greer: urges that this issue must be kept in the hands of faculty. 
 
After further discussion, the 4-part proposal moved by Academic Affairs passed. 
 
Brown: Announces informational BSUFA meeting on 2/23 to explain proposed 
constitutional amendments. 
 
Leif: apologizes for what Senator Michel called excessive, hyperbolic rhetoric from 
01/23. 
 
Senate adjourned till March 2, 2009 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
Brendan McManus 
 


